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Objectives
In population-based case-control studies the association between a candidate allele and a disease can be evaluated by the Cochran-Armitage (CA) trend test (Armitage 1955 ), regardless of whether or not Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium holds (Sasieni 1997) . The CA test is based on a set of scores assigned to the alleles. For genotypes aa, Aa, or AA, with A denoting a high risk candidate allele and a any of the other alleles, three-dimensional score vectors optimising the power of the CA test against dominant, additive, and recessive alternatives can be defined. If the underlying mode of inheritance is known, the choice of an appropriate score vector for the trend test is obvious. However, in situations where the underlying genetic model is unknown choosing the wrong score vector leads to a substantial loss of power as shown by Freidlin, Zheng, Li, and Gastwirth (2002) . Therefore, inference procedures with good power under all three genetic models are of special interest. An appealing approach is to construct a test based on all three possible trend tests, for example utilising the maximum of the standardised test statistics of the CA tests which are optimal under the dominant, additive, and recessive model. An unconditional version of this test was proposed and investigated by Freidlin et˜al. (2002) . The distribution of this maximum test, called MAX test hereafter, under the null hypothesis of equal genotype distribution in cases and controls is approximated by simulation procedures by Freidlin et˜al. (2002) since the unconditional asymptotic distribution is hard to derive.
In this paper, we show that the conditional MAX test is a simple special case of a general class of linear statistics whose conditional distribution is easy to compute. Thus, without additional theoretical effort, the MAX test enjoys all the nice properties of this class of conditional tests. Therefore, we embed the MAX test as suggested by Freidlin et˜al. (2002) into the flexible framework for conditional independence tests introduced by Strasser and Weber (1999) . The merits of doing so are i) the conditional reference distribution for the MAX test can be easily approximated either by evaluating a three-dimensional normal distribution or by conditional Monte-Carlo experiments, ii) tests for stratified designs, designs with more than two groups and two or more loci can be defined in a rather straightforward way, iii) the most likely underlying mode of inheritance can be estimated by multiplicity-adjusted p-values for the three CA statistics under consideration, iv) the simultaneous analysis of multiple loci, and v) the analysis of genetic association studies using the MAX test and its newly introduced extension can be performed by already available software implementations of the Strasser and Weber (1999) framework.
Maximum Test
For case-control studies investigating the association between a binary phenotype and the measured alleles of a candidate gene the data are typically presented as empirical genotype distribution in each group. For a simple bi-allelic marker the data can be presented in a 3 × 2 contingency table, where A is the high risk candidate allele and a is any of the other alleles (see Table˜1) . We are interested in a comparison of the genotype distributions, i.e., the penetrances f j = P (case|j) for j ∈ {aa, aA, AA}:
where at least one of the inequalities in the alternative is strict.
The CA test statistic with scores ξ = (ξ aa , ξ aA , ξ AA ) is essentially (modulo standardisation)
If the mode of inheritance is best described by the dominant model, the scores ξ dom = (0, 1, 1) (f aa < f aA = f AA ) will lead to a trend test with maximal power. Under the recessive model the score vector ξ rec = (0, 0, 1) (f aa = f aA < f AA ) is power optimal whereas a linear trend represented by scores ξ add = (0, 1, 2) should be chosen when the mode if inheritance is additive, i.e., f aa < f aA < f AA (Sasieni 1997; Slager and Schaid 2001) . However, the underlying genetic model is rarely known a priori. Motivated by the problem of choosing the 'right' score vector, Freidlin et˜al. (2002) proposed the MAX unconditional test as the maximum of three standardised CA tests with scores ξ dom , ξ add , and ξ rec as a global test for association. A similar approach (Zheng, Freidlin, Li, and Gastwirth 2003; Zheng 2008 ) is to introduce a parameter η for the score vector ξ η = (0, η, 1) and to choose η in a data-driven way. This procedure (based on a grid of η values) is a special case of the general framework described in the following, see Appendix˜A for more details.
In the following, we reformulate the test problem and embed the MAX test into a general framework for conditional inference procedures, derive its limiting distribution and propose extensions to stratified designs, more than two groups and multiple loci.
Reformulation of the Problem
Let Y i denote the case and control status and X i the genotype for all cells i = 1, . . . , n = 6. The weights w i represent the number of observations in each cell with total number of observations N = i w i . The influence function h provides us with a zero-one dummy coding of the groups (being one for cases and zero for controls). Moreover, three transformations g of the genotype are under test: g dom assigns scores ξ dom to genotypes (aa, Aa, AA), g add assigns scores ξ add and g rec implements scores ξ rec , cf. Table˜2.
Inference Problem and Linear Statistic
We are interested in testing the null hypothesis of independence of grouping Y and genotype X, i.e., the equality of the distribution
against ordered alternatives. First, we define a three-dimensional statistic T, each dimension being associated with one of the scores g add , g dom , and g rec . Each statistic is defined by the sum of the scores multiplied by the weights associated with cases, i.e., is equivalent to the Cochran-Armitage statistic (1):
with g(
. Thus, the three-dimensional linear statistic T is the vector of the unstandardised Cochran-Armitage statistics (CA(ξ dom ), CA(ξ add ), CA(ξ rec )) for the dominant, additive, and recessive model.
Conditional Expectation and Covariance
The distribution of T depends on the joint distribution of Y and X, which is unknown under almost all practical circumstances. At least under the null hypothesis one can dispose of this dependency by fixing the genotypes and conditioning on all possible permutations of the groups. This principle leads to test procedures known as permutation tests. Strasser and Weber (1999) derived closed-form expressions for the conditional expectation µ ∈ R pq and covariance Σ ∈ R 3×3 of T under H 0 given all permutations of the groupings.
The conditional expectation of the influence function h is
with corresponding variance
The conditional expectation of the linear statistic T is
The three-dimensional expectation µ and the three diagonal elements of the covariance matrix Σ contain the mean and the variances for the additive, dominant and recessive (unstandardised) Cochran-Armitage statistics under H 0 , as given in (1) and (2), respectively.
Note that the complete covariance structure, and thus the correlation between the elements of the three-dimensional statistic T, is known and can be computed for the data at hand. The corresponding correlation matrix coincides with the correlations obtained for the three CA test statistics by Freidlin et˜al. (2002) .
Test Statistics
Based on the three-dimensional statistic T and its expectation µ and covariance matrix Σ, we can easily construct test statistics and derive their distribution under the conditions described in the null hypothesis. As the number of observations N tends to infinity, Strasser and Weber (1999) proved that the limiting distribution of the three-dimensional statistic T is a threedimensional normal distribution with expectation µ and covariance Σ. Thus, the asymptotic distribution of a maximum-type statistic
can be evaluated by computing three-dimensional normal probabilities. Here, diag(Σ) 1/2 are the conditional standard deviations of the elements of T. Alternatively, either the sum (or average) statistic
or a quadratic form based on the Moore-Penrose inverse Σ + of the conditional covariance matrix Σ, i.e.,
can be used and follow a standard normal or a χ 2 distribution with two degrees of freedom, respectively. The sum and quadratic form statistics, which are competitors for the MAX test statistic, reveal high power for an average alternative while the maximum-type form for a particular genetic alternative. In addition, simple linear combinations of the standardised optimum tests for each of the models have been proposed (Gastwirth 1985) . Often the most appropriate test is not the average of all these tests but a linear combination of a few "extreme" members. Nonlinear MAX type tests have greater efficiency robustness properties when the minimum correlation between the optimal tests for the models considered is less than .70 (Freidlin, Podgor, and Gastwirth 1999) , therefore, we focus on the MAX test. A further advantage of maximum-type statistics is that information about the likely genetic model underlying the data is available using multiplicity-adjusted p-values. Note that, under any circumstances, the exact conditional distribution can be approximated by conditional MonteCarlo methods, which is especially attractive for small sample sizes N when we can not expect asymptotics to work well.
Illustration
In order to compare the conditional test and its implementation with the unconditional results reported by Freidlin et˜al. (2002) , we reanalyse a study on the association between a The linear statistic T, its conditional expectation µ, the standard deviations σ = diag(Σ), and the corresponding standardised CA statistics are given in Table˜4 The MAX test has a test statistic equal to 2.1879 and its asymptotic p-value is 0.0303 (the minimum of p asympt in Table˜4) which is roughly the same p-value as shown in Table˜8 of Freidlin et˜al. (2002) . However, this global p-value does not give any information about the underlying genetic model. Multiplicity-adjusted p-values (p asympt in Table˜4) for each of the dominant, additive, and recessive tests indicate which mode of inheritance describes the data best (see Section˜4 in addition): These results suggest that the cancer follows a recessive model, although an additive or intermediate model cannot be ruled out based on these data.
We might want to check whether the asymptotic approximation work well enough in this situation. The exact conditional p-value is approximated by a conditional Monte-Carlo procedure with 49999 random permutations of the data and the corresponding step-down multiplicityadjusted p-values (Westfall and Young 1993) are given as p step-down in Table˜4. The small differences between the asymptotic and approximated p-values indicates that using the asymptotic distribution is adequate.
Generalisations
A straightforward generalisation is the consideration of 3 × k tables instead of 3 × 2 tables, where sub-types of cases are compared with a control. For example, the genotype distribution of the control can compare the genotype of cases with early and late onset of a certain disease. A score can be attached to each group, for example 1 to the control group and −1/2 for both the early and late onset cases leading to a linear-by-linear association test. Alternatively, a trend in the onset of the disease can be described by scores 0, 1, 2 for the three groups.
In stratified designs, only permutations within each stratum, gender or family history, are admissible; therefore, the expectation µ and covariance Σ has to be computed separately for each stratum and is then aggregated over all possible strata. A special version of a stratified design is the commonly used meta-analysis, including several independent studies as strata, see e.g. Kavvoura and Ioannidis (2008) . In the absence of a a priori assumption for a particular mode of inheritance, recently Salanti and Higgins (2008) proposed a Bayesian approach.
In a recent meta-analysis of genome-wide association studies variants on chromosome 9p21.3 were identified affecting the coronary artery disease (Schunkert, Gotz Finally, it is interesting to consider multiple loci, i.e., multiple genotype distributions, simultaneously. For two loci, we can look at all six CA tests by defining a linear statistic T containing the three CA tests for the first as well as the three CA tests for the second locus. As a consequence, we can compute the complete covariance matrix and take the underlying correlations between the two loci as well as between the three genetic models into account.
Illustration and Application
Reich, Mössner, König, Westphal, Ziegler, and Neumann (2002) investigate the association between psoriasis and polymorphisms of genes encoding tumour necrosis Factor-α and Interleukin-1β where for the IL1B 511 locus the related 3 × 2 table data are given in Table˜5. A control group and two groups of affected people with early and late onset of the disease are under test. One is interested in detecting any deviation from independence of genotype distribution for both loci and the three groups in either females and / or males. Attaching scores 1, −1/2, −1/2 to the control, early and late onset group results in a linear statistic T with six elements: three models for each of the two loci.
The multiplicity-adjusted p-values in Table˜6 indicate that there is a strong deviation from independence for the TNFA 238 locus. The recessive model has the largest p-value and thus it is not likely that this model is true. The p-values for the dominant and the additive are extremely small, so either of these models could have generated the data. We can simulta- neously reject the null hypothesis of independence between the genotype distribution of the IL1B 511 locus and the three groups. Here, the dominant model seems to explain the data best.
Our analysis improves upon the original analysis of these data by Reich et˜al. (2002) with respect to three points: All three groups and the stratification by gender are taken into account and and the new test makes use of the correlation between the two loci instead of applying a Bonferroni correction in order to maintain an overall significance level.
Recently, Bagos and Nikolopoulos (2007) proposed a penalty-free selection approach for the underlying mode of inheritance based on the parameter estimates in a logistic regression model. Here, we re-analyse their meta-analysis data on the association of KIR6.2 gene polymorphism with type II diabetes (Table˜1 on page 3 in Bagos and Nikolopoulos 2007).
Simulation Experiments
It might be questioned if the minimal p-value can be observed for the correct mode of in- heritance with high probability and thus how good the 'estimator' is under practical circumstances. The frequency of correct model identifications and the power of the MAX test is investigated in some simple situations in the following.
Many different patterns of penetrances f j , j ∈ {aa, aA, AA}, disease prevalence p, sample size of cases and controls R, S can be investigated in a simulation study. We will focus on a high prevalent disease (i.e., p = 0.5), penetrances according to an additive, recessive and dominant genetic model (as well as no association characterising the null hypothesis) for a total sample size of N = 400 divided into the balanced R = S = 200 and several unbalanced sampling schemes. Unbalanced data are of interest because real data examples exist with seriously higher control sample size, see e.g. the data in Table˜3, or with more cases, see e.g. the IL13 polymorphism in atopic dermatitis Neuhäuser (2002) , Table 4 . For the proposed MAX test both the global power π global (the decision rate in favour of any alternative) and the correct model identification rates ψ add ,ψ rec ,ψ dom are compared with the power of the individual genetic model tests π add , π rec , π dom in Table˜8.
Per definition all tests control the type I error rates. Clearly, the power is maximal for the individual, unadjusted tests when the genetic model is known (bold marked). But the a priori knowledge of the genetic model is commonly unrealistic. For balanced samples sizes the power of the MAX test is independent of the underlying genetic model and marginal smaller compared with the maximum power for the known model. Additionally to the global decision that a significant association exists, the MAX test provide an adjusted p-value for the most likely genetic model. In this case, the identification of the additive model is most difficult because of the two equal competitors; whereas the identification of the dominant or recessive model is easier because the additive model is the only competitor. For unbalanced designs the power decreases although the total sample size remains constant. 
Computational Details
The coin add-on package (Hothorn, Hornik, van˜de Wiel, and Zeileis 2006 , 2008 ) to the R system for statistical computing (R Development Core Team 2009) provides an implementation of the conditional inference framework sketched in this section. The analysis of an association study by the MAX test only requires the user to set-up the score function g. Then, the function independence_test can be used to perform the MAX test and to compute multiplicity-adjusted p-values.
Conclusions
We propose a flexible approach to permutation tests for association of a bi-allelic marker with a disease in population-based case-control studies. The joint conditional asymptotic distribution of the three underlying linear association tests, i.e., Cochran-Armitage tests with optimal scores for additive, dominant, and recessive modes of inheritance, is known and can be used to approximate the distribution of the corresponding maximum statistic. Not only a global p-value can be derived this way but also multiplicity-adjusted p-values for each of the individual models. When the mode of inheritance is unknown, remarkably high correct model selection rates can be achieved. Based on a general framework for conditional inference we extend the MAX test to stratified designs, 3 × k tables as well as multiple loci. Correlations between loci and corresponding association tests are taken into account leading to more powerful multiple test procedure. Further modifications and extensions and specific choices of g and h are described by Hothorn et˜al. (2006) and . For small sample sizes, a better approximation of the p-values can be obtained from Monte Carlo resampling techniques. For genome-wide association studies, computing time is a limiting factor; a further advantage for the above approach (Ziegler, Koenig, and Thompson 2008) .
The proposed procedures are easily applicable using the computational tools provided by the R add-on package coin as illustrated in Appendix˜A. A future modification will be the use of model-specific genomic-control corrected tests analogously to Zang, Zhang, Yang, and Zheng (2007) in the possible case of population stratification.
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R> gZheng <-function(x) { x <-unlist(x) eta <-seq(from = 0, to = 1, by = 0.01) tr <-sapply(eta, function(n) c(0, n, 1)[x]) colnames(tr) <-paste("eta", eta, sep = "_") tr } R> itZ <-independence_test(me, xtrafo = gZheng, alternative = "greater") R> itZ The test statistic takes its maximum for the score (0, 0, 1) (as above), its corresponding adjusted p-value is only marginally larger compared to the MAX test based on three score vectors (0.03151 vs. 0.03042).
